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Abstract - This abstract is based on the discussion about the easy technique of seven rules of Strassen’s Matrix algorithm.  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________    

I. INTRODUCTION 

Strassen’s matrix is based on the concepts of “Divide and Conquer Technique”. Here I have focused on the tricks and 

techniques and sequence of the seven rules of Strassen’s matrix Algorithm, taking two matrices A and B where product of the two 

matrices is C. 

Let us consider A, B, C are (n/2)*(n/2) matrices. So that we can compute here C=AB 

     (
      
      

) 

 

 

a11b11 + a12b21 a11b12 + a12b22 

a21b11 + a22b21 a21b12 + a22b22  

 

Before going to the discussion of the seven rules, we will see that there is a sequence lying between each pair 

like,[Q1],[Q2,Q5],[Q3,Q4],[Q6,Q7].So that it will be easy to remember those formulas. 

II. DISCUSSION ABOUT THE SEVEN RULES 

 

1. Let,Q1= (a11+a22) (b11+b22) =a11b11+a11b22+a22b11 +b22a22 

actually this is  basically a cross operation  between two matrix......a11  is  in the angular position of  a22  and  similarly   

b11  is in the angular position of   b22...... 

 

  
 

2. Let, Q2 = (a21+a22) b11 = a21b11+a22b11 

3. Let, Q5 = (a11+a12) b22 = a11b22+a12b22 

 

Here at first Q2 operation is happening with the second row of the first matrix multiplied by first element of first row, first 

column of second matrix. Similarly, reverse will be happening in case of Q5. i. e the first row of the first matrix will be 

multiplied by 4th element of second row, second column of second matrix. As both of these operations are row wise so 

arithmetical operation should be   “+ “...... 

 

 
 

4. Let, Q3= (a11) (b12-b22) = a11b12-a11b22 

5. Let, Q4= (a22) (b21-b11) = a22b21-a22b11 

 

Here at first Q3 operation is happening with the second column of the second matrix   multiplied by first element of first row, 

first column of first matrix. Similarly, reverse will be happening in case of Q4. i.e. The first column of the second matrix will be 

multiplied by 4th element of second row, second column of first matrix. As both of these operations are column wise so 

arithmetical operation should be   “minus “...... 
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6. Let,Q6 = (a21-a11) (b11+b12) = a21b11+a21b12-a11b11 - a11b12 

7. Let,Q7= (a12-a22) (b21+b22) = a12b21+a12b22-a22b21 - a22b22 

 

Here at first Q6 operation is happening with the first column of first matrix multiplied by first row of the second matrix. 

Similarly, reverse will be happening in case of Q7. i.e. the second column of the first matrix will be multiplied by second row of 

the second matrix. Similarly here row and column operation of both the matrix is occurring. so arithmetical operation     

“add” and  “minus”  will be happening. 

 

 
So we can conclude from the above equations that 

 

For  

1. [Q2, Q5] the product will be in the form of addition,as we are performing row operation mostly.  

2. For [Q3, Q4] the product will be in form of subtractions as we are performing column wise operations mostly. 

3. For [Q6, Q7], row-column both operations are being performed, so the products will be in form of additions and 

subtractions. 

 

Now the products will be:      

 

C11 

= Q1 + Q4 - Q5 +Q7  

= a11b11+a11b22+a22b11+b22a22+b21a22-a22b11+a12b21+a12b22-a22b21-a22b22-a11b22-a12b22      

= (a11b11 + a12b21) 

 

C22 

= Q1 +Q3 - Q2 + Q6 

= a11b11+a11b22+a22b11+b22a22 +a11b12-a11b22-a21b11-a22b11 +a21b11+a21b12-a11b11-a11b12 

= (a21b12 + a22b22) 

 

C12 

= Q3 + Q5 

= a11b12-a11b22+a11b22+a12b22 

= (a11b12 + a12b22) 

 

C21 

= Q4 + Q2 

= a22b21-a22b11+a21b11+a22b11 

= (a21b11 + a22b21) 

 

So it satisfy the condition i.e    

 (
      
      

) 

 

a11b11 + a12b21 a11b12 + a12b22 

a21b11 + a22b21 a21b12 + a22b22  

 

 

So our Strassen’s algorithm will be like this: 
Strassen (A, B) 

1. If n = 1 Output A × B 

2. Else 

3. Compute a11, b11. . . a22, b22 % by computing m = n/2 

4. Q1 ← Strassen(a11+a22,b11+b22) 

5. Q2 ← Strassen(a21+a22,b11) 

6. Q3 ← Strassen(a11,b12-b22) 

7. Q4 ← Strassen(a22,b21-b11) 

8. Q5 ← Strassen(a11+a12,b22) 

9. Q6 ← Strassen(a21-a11,b11+b12) 

10. Q7 ← Strassen(a12-a22,b21+b22) 

11. C11← Q1+Q4-Q5+Q7 

12. C22← Q1+Q3-Q2+Q6 

13. C12 ← Q3+Q5 
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14. C21 ←Q4+Q2  

15. Output C 

16. End If 

 

 

 

 

 

Time complexity of this algorithm will  be 

 ( )  *                 
        7 T (n/2) +18(n/2) ^2a if    n>=2        

  ={                 

        7 T (n/2) + (9a/2) n^2   if    n>=2 

 

Assuming that n is a power of 2 

T (n) 

=[m+  [{(9a/2)2^2}/(7-2^2)]] n^log7- [{(9a/2)2^2}/(7-2^2)]n^2 

=m (n^log7)+6a(n^log7)-6a(n^2) 

= Θ (n^log7) 

III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF O(N^3) 

The definition of matrix multiplication is only valid if the width of first matrix equals the height of the second matrix. Let us 

consider for  matrix A with dimensions m by n, and B with dimensions n by p, the result of A multiply B is an m by p matrix, 

where the elements of AB are given by: 

 
A block matrix is a partition of a matrix into smaller matrices, and each block itself is treated as a new element of the original 

matrix. For example, the matrix 

 
can be split into four 2 by 2 block matrices 

 

 
Then matrix 
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The product of block matrices can be computed using the principle of conventional matrix multiplication. The computation 

follows the same rule, which means the width of first partitioned matrix equals the height of the second partitioned matrix. For 

example, for an m by n matrix A with partitioned dimensions a by b, and a n by p matrix B with partitioned dimensions b by c, 

the product of two partitioned matrices C can be calculated by: 

 
The standard matrix multiplication takes approximately 2N3 (where N = 2n) arithmetic operations (additions and 

multiplications); the asymptotic complexity is O(N3). 

The number of additions and multiplications required in the Strassen algorithm can be calculated as follows: let f(n) be the 

number of operations for a 2n × 2n matrix. Then by recursive application of the Strassen algorithm, we see that 

f(n) = 7f(n-1) + l4n, for some constant l that depends on the number of additions performed at each application of the algorithm. 

Hence f(n) = (7 + o(1))n, i.e., the asymptotic complexity for multiplying matrices of size N = 2n using the Strassen algorithm is 

. 

The reduction in the number of arithmetic operations however comes at the price of a somewhat reduced numerical stability 

and the algorithm also requires significantly more memory compared to the naive algorithm. Both initial matrices must have their 

dimensions expanded to the next power of 2, which results in storing up to four times as many elements, and the seven auxiliary 

matrices each contain a quarter of the elements in the expanded ones. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

However it can be concluded that by applying MASTERS THEOREM, the time complexity of this row-column multiplication 

will be nearly equal to  O(N^2.808) or O(N^3). 

Application 

It can be said that Strassen matrix algorithm can be used to solve the problem involving large matrices. 
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